A
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Snapshot

GRIPTAPE YOUTH

44% male; 56% female
77% identified from other young people
47% will be first-generation college students
91% have significant responsibilities beyond school

GROWTH & DEVELOPMENT
97%
know more about their
own strength areas and
where they want to
keep learning and
improving

100%
are interested in
pursuing additional
topics for designing
and leading their
own learning

94%
are more likely to put
forth their best effort
when completing
tasks

SELF-REFLECTION
91%
are more likely not
to give up even if a
task is hard

88%
are more likely to work
hard to do well even if
they don’t like a task

MOTIVATION
47% reported it was hard to stay
motivated during the Challenge;
50% said there was a point where
they lost motivation or felt unsure
about completing the Challenge
But they kept going because:

88%
are more likely to assess
quality of their work and
make improvements

"I am most excited about
GripTape because, through
this journey, I was able to prove
to myself that I am capable of
directing my vision."
—Mikayla

100% -- Desire to demonstrate to myself what
"Me being able to have total
I can accomplish on my own
control over the whole
97% -- Desire to pursue something that is
process was a life saver. It gave
important to my future
me a sense of independence
85% -- The opportunity to explore a topic that
which was an experience
I didn’t have another pathway to explore
within itself."
91% -- The desire to pursue a problem I care
—Kevante
about solving

SUCCESS & FUTURE

100%
gained knowledge
and skills valuable for
their futures

"What excites me about
GripTape is that I don’t have
to follow a leader, instead, I
can become one."
—Abigail

86%
accomplished the
goals they set out to
achieve in the
Learning Challenge

97%
self-assessed their
Challenge as a
success

"Some of the greatest factors that
contributed to my success was [knowing]
that I am doing this by myself and this
challenge is led by me. It is very exciting to
do something you want to do without any
teachers telling you to."
—Fatumata

YOUTH-LED LEARNING WORKS
Young people say that GripTape:
>> Was a helpful source of encouragement (94%)
>> Helped them stay motivated (91%)
>> Played a valuable role in their success (88%)
>> Was sufficient to help them meet their goals (94%)
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